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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the Web 1.0 era, users were passive consumers of a read-only Web. However, the emergence of Web 2.0 redefined the way people use information and communication services—users evolved into prosumers that actively participate and collaborate in the ecosystem of a read-write Web. Consequently, marketing is one among many areas affected by the advent of the Web 2.0 paradigm. Web 2.0 enabled the global proliferation of social networking, which is the foundation for Social Media Marketing. Social Media Marketing represents a novel Internet marketing paradigm based on spreading brand-related messages directly from one user to another. This is also the reason why Social Media Marketing is often referred to as the viral marketing. This chapter will describe: (1) how social networking became the most popular Web 2.0 service, and (2) how social networking revolutionized Internet marketing.
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Introduction

We live in a networked society, being constantly surrounded by a very diverse set of networks. Communication networks enable us to interact in real time even when we are thousands of kilometers away. Computer networks provide us infrastructure to exchange information at superfast speeds. Electrical networks deliver us power to drive an opulent set of our household appliances. Television networks allow us to spend hours and hours sitting in a chair and not being bored. If we wanted to make this listing of various networks that strongly affect our everyday life complete, we would need to use the whole chapter just naming them. However, in 2012 a certain type of networks deserves a special attention. These are social networks—networks that connect us globally at an unprecedented scale by breaking the barrier of borders, languages, and cultures.

This chapter will focus on one specific part of value chain, which social networks have started to irretrievably change, regardless of the industry segment. Namely, the chapter will explain and demonstrate a potential of social networking to provide a novel medium for marketing. McKinsey and Company (Chui, et al., 2012) predicts a substantial value potential from using social technologies across value chain in major industry sectors (i.e., financial services, consumer packaged goods, professional services and advanced manufacturing) and social sector. Namely, they estimate that social technologies could create an additional value of $900 billion to $1.3 trillion annually across the four major industry segments mentioned. However, the highest potential for improving margins as well as the highest potential for improving productivity is identified in the “sales and marketing” part of the value chain. To be precise, for all studied major industry sectors McKinsey and Company predicted that utilization of Social Media Marketing (SMM) can result in “sales and
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